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MONTREAL HEART INSTITUTE

Growth in hybrid learning lead 
to the development of 15 IT-
first training facilities in the 
Institute’s newest development.

The “specialized hospital center” description is apt, as 
the Montreal Heart Institute is a sprawling campus that 
continues to grow. This includes the 2021 completion 
of two new buildings connected by a public atrium. 
The new construction features a dedicated training 
center with 15 conference rooms of varied sizes. These 
IT-centric collaborative spaces now formulate the core 
of the Institute’s learning and education programs.

SOLUTION BENEFITS

 › Create comfortable, clear conferencing environments 
with HearClear AEC for Microsoft Teams.

 › Deploy AV solutions in unexpected locations, 
eliminating the need for in-room server racks.

 › Easy expansion benefits total cost of ownership 
(TCO) with evolving feature:requirements match.
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Challenge 
Audio proved the greatest challenge to ensuring 
that both physical and remote attendees can hear 
clear, intelligible instruction, and collaborate on 
training exercises with ease as needed. Acoustic echo 
cancellation was especially important considering 
the hard, flat reflective surfaces common in square-
shaped and rectangular conference rooms. Network 
interoperability and compact form factor were also 
required to facilitate quick and low-profile deployment, 
and IT-friendly operation, monitoring, and maintenance.

Solution
With 15 conference rooms to equip, Trizart, the AV/
IT consultant for the project, specified a solution that 
would address all current requirements – and offer 
a modular design to support future expansion.

The complete solution includes a dedicated Xilica 
Solaro QR1 DSP for each room, discreetly mounted 
underneath the instructor’s lectern. The ultra-low-
profile processor integrates Xilica’s HearClear AEC 
algorithms to expertly mitigate the acoustical 
challenges associated with reflective surfaces as 
sound reverberates off walls and desks during live 
instruction. HearClear AEC technology also works to 
eliminate in-room echo, and the echo generated by 
remote attendees joining classes via Microsoft Teams.

Xilica Solaro QR1’s impressive modularity provided 
greater value from an operational standpoint, while 
also offering plenty of capacity to accommodate future 
expansion inside each room. Each Solaro QR1 is equipped 
with Solaro XC-SUB 2×2 (send/receive) USB cards, 
providing volume and mute status sync for Microsoft 
Teams. Alongside supporting analog loudspeakers 
with pairings of XC-SLO output cards, the Solaro QR1 
effortlessly processes and manages audio captured 
from Sennheiser TeamConnect Ceiling 2 microphones 
overhead via in-built Dante technology, enabling these 
feeds to be transported remotely on the network.

Impact
Xilica immediately solved the traditional problems of 
meeting space audio (challenging acoustics, distracting 
echo) while also addressing the modern needs or 
today’s IT-equipped collaboration rooms: ensuring 
that all attendees have clear-sounding, high-quality 
audio to learn and collaborate without limitations. The 
integrated HearClear AEC technology professionally 
removes all the disruption of poor-sounding audio, 
while built-in Dante audio networking streamlines 
operations, monitoring, and management. The 
modularity of Xilica’s systems also provide the additional 
advantage of scalability as hybrid training and education 
initiatives evolve on campus. continues to evolve.
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Find out more

Contact your distributor 
or contact us at www.xilica.com/sales

About Xilica

Xilica® creates collaboration products that help unlock 
the power of human connection. Built on decades 
of reimagining how people use technology, Xilica’s 
solutions bridge the distance between individuals, teams, 
ideas and organisations — unleashing the power of 
understanding to transform business and society for the 
better. Through our focus on the enterprise, education 
and government markets, Xilica and its partners touch 
the daily lives of people in more than 100 countries.

Products used for this solution

Solaro Series

Modular IO, networked AV and exceptional control: 
reduce noise and enhance your collaboration 
space with Solaro Series: FR1, FR1-D, QR1.

VIEW PRODUCT 

About Montreal Heart Institute

The Montreal Heart Institute is a specialized hospital 
center in Canada’s second largest city dedicated to 
the care, research and rehabilitation of cardiology 
patients. The Institute enjoys a reputation for being on 
the cutting-edge of new technologies in the medical 
field, particularly for cardiological assessments.
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http://www.xilica.com/sales
https://xilica.com/solaro/
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